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W

ith its roots in the
scientific method in
the 20th century, early
Strategic Management
can be described as a linear way to
manage. It evolved into more adaptive
and emergent forms in the mid-late
20th century as organizations grew
in complexity, size, and scale, and
most recently is at a critical point in its
usefulness. As leaders and managers
strive to keep up with the dynamic
conditions of the present, how will
strategic management adapt, adjust,
and transform?
To cope in this complex and dynamic
world, organizations can either develop
entirely new ways of doing business
that are untested, or they can look to
practices that have worked in the past,
are reliable, and can be re-formed as
needed. Adapting agile practices is one
such approach. The objective of this
paper is to present the principles of the
Agile Manifesto and explain how they
can be applied to strategic management
resulting in a new way to manage: Agile
Strategic Management.1
WHAT IS AGILE
STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT?
Strategic Management is the managing
of an organization’s resources to achieve
its goals and objectives. It includes
the continuous cycles of strategyrelated activities for an organization
to succeed in the long-term.2 These
activities can be categorized into five
important groups: Formulate, Implement,
Execute, Engage, and Govern.3 In the
formulate group of activities, strategy
is determined by scanning internal
and external environments, analyzing
relevant data, and then matching the
analysis and findings to strategic goals.
In the implement group of activities, the
organization is transformed so that the
operating capacity and core competencies
are matched with the strategy. In the
execute group of activities, the primary
and secondary activities are executed
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in perfect alignment to the strategy so
the organization can deliver value to
its stakeholders. In the engage group
of activities, leaders communicate the
strategy, explain the priorities, build staff
commitment, remove barriers, and lead
the way forward. In the govern group
of activities, leadership, including board
members, executives, staff, and teams,
closely monitor internal and external
feedback and prepare to make strategy
adjustments as needed. These activities
form a cycle of continuous strategy by
scanning markets, evaluating customer
experiences and satisfaction, supporting
development teams, and adjusting or
pivoting the strategy along the way.

In turn, agile can be defined as
an iterative approach to project
management that aligns development
activities with changing business
requirements.4 The Agile Manifesto is
an approach to project management
created in 2001 by a small group of
software developers for use as an
alternative to the traditional waterfall
software development method.5 The
12 principles of the Agile Manifesto
(Table 1) evolved as a method for
managing teams and projects.
The combining of the principles
of agile management and strategic
management activities results in the
formation of a new and compelling

NO.

PRINCIPLE

DESCRIPTION

1

Customer satisfaction
through early and continuous
delivery of useful software

Use of continuous feedback loops and early piloting
to meet customer needs.

2

Welcoming changing
requirements, even late in
development

Flexibility and adaptability create the environment to
manage inevitable change.

3

Frequently delivered software

Delivering iterations of working software provides
immediate value.

4

Close, daily cooperation
between businesspeople and
developers

Having customers, engineers, and project managers
working together builds trust and reduces confusion
and mistakes.

5

Projects are built by
motivated individuals who
should be trusted

Teams must include individuals who are motivated to
get the job done.

6

Face-to-face communication
is the best form of
communication

Direct feedback from stakeholders keeps
communication clear of static and reduces lingering,
unresolved issues.

7

Collocation and pair
programming

Common physical workspaces accommodate informal
planning, problem-solving, and peer-to-peer learning.

8

Sustainable development able
to maintain a constant pace

Teams need to avoid burnout and exhaustion by
setting a reasonable and constant pace.

9

Excellence through reflection

By periodically pausing to reflect on the goals,
activities, and pace of work, teams can avoid
repeating past mistakes and remain energized,
effective, and creative.

10

Simplicity, or the art of
maximizing the work not done

Agile teams strive for simplicity. By focusing on the
most productive and efficient paths to completion,
the highest value with the least amount of stress
benefits all stakeholders.

11

Self-organizing teams

Self-organization, a natural phenomenon, also
occurs on teams and throughout organizations as
like-minded individuals attract others with similar
interests and skills.

12

Regular adaptation to
changing circumstances

Once the baseline is established, teams must prepare
for the inevitable changes ahead.

TABLE 1: PRINCIPLES OF THE AGILE MANIFESTO
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approach to managing organizations:
Agile Strategic Management (ASM). ASM
is the adaptation of familiar, battle-tested
management approaches and principles
that, when integrated in a new way, helps
managers deal with unprecedented
complexity and dynamism. As managers
move from projects to executivelevel responsibilities, their worlds get
increasingly complicated. Rather than
inventing new ways to work, it makes sense
to reach out for ones that can be adapted
to these new environments.6

#

ASM PRINCIPLE

SM ACTIVITY

BENEFITS

1

Continuous stakeholder
engagement

Engage

All stakeholders are fully
engaged from formulation
through governance activities.

2

Prepare for change

Formulate, Implement,
Execute, Governance

By proactively preparing for
inevitable change, teams are
able to efficiently respond
when the time comes.

3

Iterate, learn and adjust

Formulate, Implement,
Execute, Engage, Govern

Including stakeholders in
all strategy related activities
creates a continuous learning
environment.

TABLE 2: AGILE PRINCIPLES WHEN APPLIED TO ASM

OPERATIONALIZING
AGILE STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT
The principles of the Agile Manifesto can
be applied to strategic management
as follows.

#

ASM PRINCIPLE

SM ACTIVITY

BENEFITS

4

Match business and
developer goals

Formulate, Implement,
Execute, Engage, Govern

Increased likelihood the
strategy will meet stakeholders
needs and concerns.

5

Top-down support and
trust

Engage

Teams need top-down support
throughout the strategic
management activities.

Principles 1, 2 and 3: Focus on the
customer and prepare for change
Common to strategic management, and
a key component of agile, is the focus on
continuous stakeholder engagement
(Principle 1). Through a continuous
feedback loop, starting in the formulation
phase, strategic initiatives need to be
designed to meet stakeholders’ needs,
solve a problem, and/or drive ROI. One
way to accomplish this is by including
the customer in the planning process,
designing solutions or new products that
meet business goals, and then including
customers in the implementation and
governing phases so their interests are
always top of mind. In an example from
higher education, an inventor/scholar was
invited onto a strategic initiative team to
share his vision and business case for a
software based, diagnostic tool. Together
they detailed the requirements during
strategy formulation and then piloted
and tested the software with users during
strategy implementation (Principles 1 & 3).
Another area that is common to
both strategic and agile management
is the need to prepare for change
(Principles 2). Throughout the formulation,
implementation, execution, and govern
activities, organizations and project teams
need to accept that business cases and
environments change. They need to
welcome change, remain flexible, and
adjust as conditions and demands evolve
(Principles 1 & 2). In the strategic initiative
project referred to above, with changes
to base requirements on an almost daily
basis, the team focused one group on core
functionality while another on analyzing and
integrating user feedback into new releases.

6

Clear, simple,
and frequent
communication

Engage

Stakeholders participate more
deeply when communication
is clear, simple, and frequent.

TABLE 3: AGILE PRINCIPLES WHEN APPLIED TO ASM

While iteration is often related to
software development, there are aspects
of strategic management that are similar
(Principle 3). Agile advocates agree that
in the execution phase, it is better to
deliver working software iteratively, and
make incremental improvements based
on user feedback, rather than take a
much longer time to deliver the “perfect
final product” (Principles 2 & 3). The
same goes for all strategy management
activities. For example, in executing their
strategies, a manufacturing firm and
a building company in the Northeast
US collaborated by sharing schematic
designs. Mock-ups were built and
feedback collected from customers
and users.
Principles 4, 5 and 6:
Building Teams and Trust
It is critical for development teams to
match strategic goals with the business
interests of the stakeholders (Principle
4), for leaders to support the team
(Principle 5), and for all stakeholders to
communicate together frequently and
effectively (Principle 6).7 By assembling
stakeholders in the formulation,
implementation and execution phases,
trust is established, teams are motivated
and empowered, processes remain
simple, and communication clear
reducing confusion, mistakes, and
frustration (Principles 5 & 6).8 In a recent

discussion with a medical software
development team, doctors and nurses
collaborated in the development of the
specifications and user experience goals
to ensure a teleradiology initiative met
the needs of both the medical team and
their patients (Principle 4). In another
example, the strategy implementation
teams of a US manufacturer of heavy
equipment controls included customers
and operators in all phases of the design
and testing of new components.9
The frequent and continuous
communication minimized issues and
maximized productivity (Principles 4, & 6).
Principles 7, 8, 9 and 10: Sustainable
Development at a Constant Pace
The ASM principles of delivering value
(Principle 7) and speed and consistency
(Principle 8) are intertwined. Once
the strategy formulation is complete,
progress is achieved through a process of
continuous field testing, implementation,
iteration, and improvement. In the quest
for completion, teams can get caught
up in this continuous development
cycle with the potential for burnout and
exhaustion. Leaders can mitigate these
effects by setting a reasonable work
pace and avoiding the around-the-clock,
“must have it by tomorrow” syndrome
(Principle 8). For an extreme sports
storage company, using agile techniques
to pilot new designs allowed the team
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#

ASM PRINCIPLE

SM ACTIVITY

BENEFITS

7

Delivering value

Formulate, Implement,
Execute, Engage

Arguably the #1 priority, teams
need to focus on the delivery
and iterative improvement of
value throughout the strategy
management activities.

8

Speed and consistency

Formulate, Implement,
Execute, Engage, Govern

Working at a consistent
pace increases quality and
avoids burnout.

9

Balancing excellence
and quality

Implement, Execute

Team morale and output is
improved when speed and
quality, budget and product, and
requirements and stakeholder
satisfaction are all in balance.

Simplicity

Formulate, Implement,
Execute, Engage, Govern

10

The elimination of unnecessary
rules and processes helps
connect the activities and
goals and prevents teams from
getting bogged down.

TABLE 4: AGILE PRINCIPLES WHEN APPLIED TO ASM

#

ASM PRINCIPLE

SM ACTIVITY

BENEFITS

11

Self-organization

Formulate, Implement,
Execute, Govern

Stakeholders with similar
interests and experiences, are
attracted to one another and
push each other to meet quality,
budget and timeline goals.

12

Excellence and
Reflection

Formulate, Implement,
Execute, Engage, Govern

High-performing teams,
comprised of experts with similar
interests, will seek clear business
goals and regularly reassess their
work to achieve success.

TABLE 5: AGILE PRINCIPLES WHEN APPLIED TO ASM

to move quickly and efficiently from
formulation to execution, and from idea
to launch.
Through a combination of technical
and design excellence, and attention
to quality, teamwork, and simplicity,
requirements move from formulation
to execution seamlessly and efficiently
(Principles 8 & 10). Maintaining this
balance is a nuanced process that
requires attention to details, intuition,
and business savvy (Principle 9). In an
example from a large construction
project, the owner, builder, and
end-users worked together to design
the project and manage the budget
in a side-by-side, continuous process,
weighing cost and business case
against specifications and quality.
Principles 11 and 12:
Looking back to look ahead
As projects and strategic initiatives
wind down and teams reach the point
of exhaustion, making time for selfreflection and assessment (Principle 12)
is often forgotten, or avoided, and as
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a result, valuable lessons are lost. An
important aspect of good governance,
high-performing and often selforganizing teams need to step back
from tasks and assess strategy, goals,
and progress (Principles 11 & 12). A
retrospective at key points along the
timeline and documenting issues
helps avoid repeating past mistakes.
At one large multinational non-profit
organization, weekly stand-ups, monthly
performance reviews, and quarterly
strategy assessments are used to
stay on track, gain critical feedback,
and record both the highlights and
challenges, or what worked and what
mistakes were made.
CONCLUSION
The relationship between the
Agile Manifesto and Strategic
Management theory and practice, is
clear.10 By applying an agile lens to
management, organizational directors,
partners, leaders, and managers
can stay focused on activities likely
to have the most impact and avoid
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others that return little to no value.
Building smart teams, creating flat,
responsive feedback loops, scanning
for external change, and preparing
to pivot away from unproductive
activities and towards those with high
ROI, are among the key tenets of Agile
Strategic Management.
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